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Crime
R e p o r t

10 kg marijuana

smuggling foiled

Stray dogs
Hawally detectives returned some dogs to their

owner who promised to care for them, after they
escaped from his house and went to a girls’ school in
Salwa, which scared students and teachers. A security
source said the school principal called operations
about the presence of dogs at the school, so police
went there and took the dogs to Salwa police station.
Detectives were then surprised by a citizen claiming
that the dogs were his and expensive, and had
escaped from his house in the morning. Police took an
undertaking from him and returned the dogs after the
school principal opted against filing a complaint.

By-elections
Security sources said several citizens are wanted to

appear before the prosecution for organizing and participat-
ing in by-elections in the fourth constituency. Detectives’
investigations revealed that some tribes are organizing by-
elections in diwaniyas and behind closed doors.

Theft
Police arrested a bedoon who posed as a detective

and stole KD 50 in addition to a computer from Asian
workers in industrial Shuwaikh. The bedoon entered
the shop where the Indians work with a stick and asked
them for money, but they refused. He stole a wallet
that was on the table with KD 50 in it and the comput-
er. The Indians caught and tied him up, and he was
arrested by police.— Al-Rai and Al-Anbaa

The upcoming parliament due to be elected with-
in a month will be one of the most dangerous
assemblies ever elected in Kuwait ’s history.

Therefore, we must not take selecting its members
lightly or in the same manner we used to do with all
previous parliaments. I t  is a parliament seeking
revenge, through which some candidates and political
powers wish to move time backwards and to rebuild a
temple they had destroyed according to their wishes
because they believe that the temple is theirs and that
no one has the right to share it with them. 

They are not even driven by clearly defined nation-
al Kuwaiti agendas. They are the followers of suspi-
cious foreign organizations that do not value nations
and people’s interests. On the contrary, they are work-
ing to destroying nations and displace peoples, which
was very clear in what the Muslim Brotherhood is
doing in Egypt, what IS is doing in Iraq, Syria and Libya
and what Iran is doing in Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. 

We do not wish to make our country part of those
violent, cruel and bloody scenes happening in other
countries. We do not want our parliament to echo or
voice the Muslim Brotherhood or Iran. We want to be a

pure Kuwaiti one clear of sectarianism, doctrinism,
tribalism and profiteering. Unfortunately, many of
those preparing to run for the elections come with
endless ideas of either this or that string-puller and
are preparing for a war each party anticipates it will
win, regardless of the possible consequent losses
Kuwait and Kuwaitis might suffer. 

For these reasons, and for so many other reasons
we cannot mention, voters have full responsibility to
maintain and protect Kuwait by denying such candi-
dates access to the coming parliament, because they
carry agendas that have been prepared by others and
are flocking out of Kuwait ’s mainstream. Such a
demand is not too much nor does it include exaggera-
tions. Fears are very real. 

NGOs have to be fully active from now and till elec-
tion day to enhance voters’ awareness about how dan-
gerous the coming period and how critical the situa-
tion are. They should organize awareness seminars
and reach people everywhere in all areas. Emotions,
kinship and personal interests have to be put aside
when selecting candidates. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

The most dangerous parliament

Al-Jarida

Is it logical to judge the coming parliament and pre-
dict its term in office even before candidate regis-
tration is over? Is it politically reasonable to pre-

judge the parliament even before its formation is
clear? Will such analyses enhance hopes of achieving
political stability or will they trigger more frustrations?

There are a number of political indicators carrying
certain and clear meanings to observers and those
interested in public concerns. Objective assessment of
such indicators might lead to much optimism. To start
with, the strange sudden manner in dissolving the
2013 parliament might lead some parties to file cases
at the constitutional court on grounds that what hap-
pened was political frivolity and governmental abuse
to annul the legislative power without any clear justifi-
cation, which might confuse the entire political scene
and take us all back to square one. 

The second indicator lies in the fact that many of
the former boycotters rushed to run for the coming
elections amid accusations of breaking their promises
and principles, especially since they all called for boy-
cotting the elections after the constitutional court
passed its verdict. Initial statements made by some of
them are the same politically and sectarian provoca-
tive ones that had played on people’s emotions. This
takes us back to ballot boxes in an atmosphere of sec-
tarianism and tribalism at the expense of national and
reform calls and those making them. 

The next parliament will most likely witness the
very same silly and theatrical showoff attempts while
major and more important decisions and the corrupt
legislations passed by the annulled parliament will be
neglected and remain effective to drain citizens’ budg-
ets, limit their liberties and politically intimidate them. 

The third indicator lies in the best possible scenario
of a large number of candidates supported by the
angry public opinion winning parliamentary seats
with intentions to mercilessly hold the government
accountable, namely the premier, whether Sheikh
Jaber remains in office or Sheikh Nasser Al-
Mohammed returns to office, according to some leaks.
The mere success of 25 members who had not been in
the previous parliament would suggest it will not last
long and get annulled by a court order or by dissolv-
ing it very early. 

However, if the new parliament is clear in shape
and formation to that of 2013, it will be politically use-
less and thus the government will benefit, because
lawmakers will be too busy with personal issues and
side conflicts, while decisions related to e-crimes,
political suppression, precautionary detention, securi-
ty restrictions, and increasing fuel and electricity prices
will surely remain in effect to complete the horrifying
economic reform package including increasing fees,
cutting salaries and selling some state assets in the
coming period and overwhelming privatization plans. 

The government will also benefit by involving some
boycotters in political life by temptations of senior
positions, while others will become part of the futile
political scene, and thus use up whatever public sup-
port they still have. The situations remain very bad. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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By Dr Hassan Jouhar
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KUWAIT: Air cargo customs officers caught an Egyptian man
who attempted to smuggle 10 kg of marijuana in a shipment
of food he imported from India. Information was received
about the shipment, so officers followed it until it arrived at
Kuwait International Airport. The suspect went to receive it,
but customs officers were waiting for him. When the contain-
er was unloaded, 10 kg of marijuana was found in hard-to-
find places, a security source said. The man said he imported
the drugs with intention of trafficking, so he was sent to the
Drugs Control General Department (DGCD) for further action.

Officer insulted
A man who went to Maidan Hawally police station to

complain against his ex-wife ended up in jail, charged with
threatening and insulting a public employee. A security
source said that a sergeant told the investigator that an
Egyptian man entered the police station to complain
against his ex-wife, but when asked what had happened, he
started screaming at the officer and swore at him. He then
banged his head against the wall, than after he was calmed
down, he hit himself with the desk. He is being questioned.

By Saleh Al-Shayeji 

Budget

KUWAIT:  As part of its continued strategic part-
nership with Al-Sidra Association for the
Psychological Care of Cancer Patients, and in
honor of International Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, Kuwait International Bank (KIB) recently
sponsored Al-Sidra’s Third Annual Awareness
Meeting entitled “I’m Stronger Than Cancer”.
Held under the patronage of Sheikha Azza Jaber

Al-Ali Al-Sabah, Chairman of the Board of
Directors at Al-Sidra Association, the meeting
took place at Al-Shaheed Park and featured a
number of experts and activists in the field of
breast cancer awareness.  The third edition of

this annual awareness event aimed to shed light
on the importance of early detection in breast
cancer, with a special focus on the importance of
mental health and maintaining a positive out-
look during the treatment journey, in order to
maximize the body’s response to treatment. The
meeting included a number of lectures address-
ing different topics related to the disease, avail-

able treatment methods and the challenges fac-
ing patients during their treatment journeys.
Speakers included writer and cancer survivor
Dalaa Al-Mufti, professionally trained life coach
Ali Dashti, and cancer survivor and awareness

ambassador Sharifah Al-Haqbani. The meeting
also featured a discussion panel moderated by
Dr Shafika AlAwadhi, Head of the Chemotherapy
Department at Kuwait Cancer Control Center
and President of Al-Sidra Association. 

Within this context, Manager of the
Corporate Communications Unit at KIB, Nawaf
Najia, said: “KIB’s sponsorship of this event
comes in line with its efforts to play an active
role in raising awareness across Kuwait about
the different facets of breast cancer; especially
the importance of regular screening and the
need to be self-aware when it comes to symp-
toms - given that early detection can increase
the chances of successful treatment.”

He further added: “Our strategic partnership
with Al-Sidra comes as a result of our strong
belief in the important role they play as a safe
haven that provides patients with the necessary
psychological tools to face this disease and
hopefully beat it. We are also appreciative of
their efforts to create a positive environment for
cancer patients to help them better adapt to
their conditions and ultimately enhance their
response to treatment.”  Najia also pointed out
that under the auspice of its leading social
responsibility program, KIB offers strategic sup-
port to Al Sidra throughout the year, sponsoring
all of the Association’s different activities and ini-
tiatives. KIB also provides support to Al-Sidra in
its efforts to provide patients and their families
with comprehensive treatment and awareness
services across all stages of the disease, through
a program of educational initiatives and psycho-
logical support groups provided by its network
of mental health professionals.

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank recently held its
breast cancer awareness campaign in col-
laboration with Al-Seef Hospital, which was
curated specifically for employees. Dr Noha
Al-Saleh, Consultant for General Surgery
and Surgical Oncology from Al-Seef
Hospital presented methods to help raise
consciousness of breast cancer between
the employees. 

She spoke about how to help prevent
the disease, what the common risk factors
are, how to deal with them, and different

screening methods that everyone should
know. Breast Cancer is a wide spread dis-
ease that is considered to have a high
death rate amongst women worldwide and
especially in Kuwait. However,  it can be
treated and cured if detected at an early
stage. The breast cancer early detection
awareness initiative is part of the continued
development of Burgan Bank’s successful
contributions to raise awareness about the
disease, and to encourage women to con-
duct preventive check-ups.

KIB strategic sponsor for

Sidra’s awareness meeting

‘I’m Stronger than Cancer’

KUWAIT: Kuwait Gulf Oil Company (KGOC) organized a training course recently for Kuwait National Guard backup unit officers at the liquefied natural gas plant in Shuaiba.

Burgan Bank concludes breast

cancer awareness campaign 

Toys stolen
Jabriya police station investigator ordered an Indian

man’s name be placed on the wanted list after he stole 31
toys, each valued at KD 18. A security source said a citizen,
a toy shop owner, told them his employee had disap-
peared, then when he checked the inventory, 31 toys were
missing. 


